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About This Software

What is it?

Arcane Mapper is a mapping tool designed for Digital or Virtual Tabletops and printing for physical play. Put together high
quality maps for D&D, Pathfinder, GURPS, Hero or any other Pencil and Paper RPG system - whether on the table top or
virtual. It features a simple to use interface for drawing out rooms, adding objects and adding atmosphere with high quality

lighting. Ideal for dungeons and interiors with support for outdoor environments coming before the full release.

What is the idea?

Arcane Mapper is an easy to use tool for creating maps for roleplaying games. The tool can produce top down, forced
perspective 3D looking environments that mesh well with simple images for objects - no modeling or 3D experience required.
With free assets available for private use on the internet, this software allows you to put together high quality maps for your

games with less effort, without constraining you to predefined map pieces, tiles or limited assets. Easily render out high quality
images for Virtual Tabletop games or print out maps for a physical tabletop game. Even save out .PSD files that preserve the

layers for Photoshop if you are more artistically inclined.

Longer term after the initial release, I am planning on adding Digital Desktop and possibly Virtual Desktop features with high
quality real time lighting and fog of war with an easy to use interface for GMs and players.
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What editing and mapping features does the software support?

 Rendering high quality images (such as JPG, PNG, PSD) for use with Virtual Tabletops such as Roll20.

 Printing high quality images from your maps for Physical Tabletop play.

 Drag and Drop images directly onto your map, drop folders or selected files to add many images at once to your
Library.

 The ability to import and export libraries where assets are already setup with scaling, lighting and shadow settings.

 Easy to use interface for adding objects to your maps, scaling, moving, rotating and placing them rapidly. Supports a
full set of configurable hot keys.

 Full undo and redo support.

 Layers to organize objects and environments with the ability to decide which layers cast shadows and are affected by
lighting.

 Draw arbitrarily shaped rooms and easily connect them together. Each room can have its own settings, textures and
look.

 Draw pits, lowered sections, stairs and raised platforms right into your rooms.

 Procedural liquids to fill your pits and help you create sewers and water ways.

 Procedural details such as dirt, mold and spider webs.

 High quality lighting with soft shadows, any object can be a light and any object can cast shadows.

 High quality ambient occlusion to ground your objects in the map.

 Seamless exterior and interior maps with layers to support roofs.

 Multiple maps in one - see maps below the current map with fading or fogging - to give large buildings and dungeons a
sense of depth.

What systems does this support

 GPU that supports OpenGL 3.0 or newer

 Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10.

 Memory requirements based on art and map size, recommended 4GB or more.

What about Mac and Linux?

These depend on the demand and interest in the product. Ultimately supporting another platform is time consuming and so can
only be done if there is enough interest.
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The pack could use a 600-800-piece range puzzle as well but what's already there is enough for a couple hours' play. By pay to
win i thought it would take longer to get the weapons...nope everything in the game is locked behind a paywall. Very cute game,
and fun to play. I love all the characters and the art.

Pros:
+Fun to play
+Replayable
+Challanges and puzzles are hard enough to be fun, but not so hard that they'll make you rage
+Interesting backstory

Cons:
-I did have to get some help with some of the puzzles via walkthroughs ( I then proceded to feel stupid after I figured out how to
do the puzzles and wondered why I couldn't get it)
-If you haven't played and RPG maker type of game before (like me) you have to get used to the controls.

TL;DR a fun, simple, cute, yet challenging little game to play.. laggy, but i love the soundtrack i got bored after a few minutes
deleting this rn. Excellent game with a sky high ceiling for skill and a very deep combat system. The music is bad and there is a
lot of backtracking but this is definitely a must play. Looks great and runs on a potato too.
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Not worth

the only good thing is the ultimates
should have playbable characters too
plus resseling old cstumes wtf

wont even touch shikamaru story pack no voice dub not even japanese or english I dont play the game to fu ck ing read. fun but
needs more work. by the time the Fast Food Joint building is available, i've already got plenty of food and entertainment
available. There's nothing the Fast Food Joint building adds that makes it worth taking up space on my island.

the mission it adds is very cheap, fast, and easy just like fast food dur hur. A puzzle game that has a good combination of feeling
tactile and flexible, while still making you wrack your brain for solutions. Relaxing zen music. Meaningful physics-based
gameplay.. One of most interesting Tetris-like puzzle games on Steam! There are few game modes with lots of levels and
puzzles, to play alone or with someone else. Starts very easy but some advanced levels are quite hardcore, and few achievements
will require plenty of time to unlock. Still, Tidalis is very comfy game! The only thing I can complain about is lack of Steam
cloud support.. Fantastic game and so immersive. Easy to pickup and play and worth the asking price. Hoping the devs add more
missions in future to keep us coming back for more. Only silly problem I had was not realizing you use your HMD to aim at
options on the menu page. I thought my XBox controller was glitching out on me duh, lol. Love the planet surface setting and
love seeing your thrusters firing underneath you. Really adds to the whole experience. Looking forward to seeing what else these
great devs have planned. Recommended! AA+. It's a good game - interesting story, good combat. Not much else to say about it.
. you'll get shell shocked.. game makers are Nobotyshot this game is the best in the world I've never seen anything in the world
seasz everything you do what you want in your world best with your friends build super worlds board and tp and td recommend
this game !!
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